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How have QE and QT affected international k flows?
• No consensus exists on impact of unconventional policies on flows

• Fratscher et al (2018), Koepke (2014), others find spillovers
• Ahmed and Zlate (2013), Ahmed et al (2015) disagree

• UMP works through several channels:
• Portfolio Balance Channel– purchases of long-term bonds by CBs compress the term premium, which 

drives up demand for substitute risky assets
• Gagnon et al 2010; D’Amico and King 2010, Hamilton and Wu 2012

• Signalling Channel– commitment to keep yields low can boost carry-induced demand for emerging 
market bonds and equity 

• Bauer and Rudebusch 2013
• Confidence Channel– an easing announcement is interpreted as commitment to do “whatever it takes” 

to support growth
• Fratscher et al 2018, Chen 2012

• Interesting question, even more so now that we can look into QE and QT



Our Approach
• UMP announcements by 4 developed market central banks

• Federal Reserve (Fed)
• Bank of England (BOE)
• European Central Bank (ECB)
• Bank of Japan (BOJ)

• Monetary policy surprises (MPS) from Curcuru et al (2018)
• Carefully constructed data set of daily net flows and total assets of 6 mutual fund 

types:
• United States bond and equity funds
• Developed market (DM) bond and equity funds (excluding US)
• Emerging Markets (EM) bond and equity funds

• Traditional and novel measures of capital flows
• Isolate active portfolio reallocations using technique described in Ahmed et al (2015)

• Symmetric and asymmetric model allowing both easing and “tightening”



Plan and Preview of the Results

• More details on our approach
• MPS
• Capital Flows
• Model

• Results
• Robustness
• Conclusion



Monetary Policy Surprises
• Cover regular meetings and UMP announcements by the Fed, ECB, BOE, 

and BOJ over the period January 2008-December 2018
• Calculated following Curcuru et al (2018) 

• Changes in government bond futures yields around monetary policy 
announcement times (15 minutes before the announcement, to 1 hour and 45 
minutes after the announcement)

• U.S. 10-year Treasury note futures yields for the US 
• 10-year gilt futures yields for the UK
• 10-year Japanese government bond  futures for Japan
• Spreads between Italian and German futures yields on 10-year government bonds for the EA
Rogers et al. (2014, 2018), Gilchrist et al. (2014) and Bowman et al. (2015) use similar

• Normalized to lower yields by 25 bps
• MPS are signed so that a positive surprise represents an easing of monetary policy.



Monetary Policy Surprises: Fed

• Surprises vary in size
• Both positive and negative values
• LSAP can be quite large



MPS: BOE



MPS: ECB



MPS: BOJ



Capital Flows
• EPFR flows, 1/1/2008-12/30/2018

• Fund holdings represent between 5 and 25% of the float-adjusted market 
capitalization of individual equity markets. 

• Sample roughly evenly split between retail and institutional investors. 
• Approximately 40 percent of the funds are domiciled in the U.S. and a further 50 

percent are domiciled in other advanced economies, so the bulk of the flows in and 
out of emerging market funds are cross-border flows.

• Use flows into dedicated country or regional funds to get an accurate 
reading of the geography of EPFR daily flows

• For multi-country funds level flows are estimated based on country allocations 
reported by the fund for the previous month-end. So for funds investing in multiple 
countries, EPFR will not capture inter-country reallocations between months.







Capital Flows (2)
• We use 6 daily aggregates into dedicated and regional funds:

• US bond and equity
• DM (less US) bond and equity
• EM bond and equity

• We use 2-day flow measures
1. Changes in flows scaled by initial NAV

• Normalizing by NAV makes our coefficient estimates comparable across asset classes
• Because fund flows are persistent (Froot et al 2001), use change in flows

2. Portfolio-based flow measure (…explained in a couple of slides) 







Portfolio reallocation

• Each of the channels through which monetary policy operates 
involves portfolio rebalancing, which is not accurately captured by 
looking at bilateral flows

• A sizable portion of flows can be attributed to allocation of new 
income across assets.

• The financial wealth of U.S. residents steadily increased from about $40 
trillion in 2007 to $63 trillion in 2014

• Ahmed et al (2015) estimate that allocation of growing wealth accounts for as 
much as 76% of U.S. investor flows to EM equities 2011-2013.



Portfolio-based measure
• Capital flows are the result of portfolio growth and portfolio 

reallocation, which itself has active and passive components (Tille and 
van Wincoop 2010)

• Passive changes in portfolio weights arise from relative returns of 
each asset, and also investment of new wealth according to prior 
portfolio weight

• Active change in portfolio weight measure removes contribution of 
passive portfolio reallocation:





Model

• Symmetric model 

• Asymmetric model

• Interpretation

FF is the flow 
measure in fund 
i=equity, bond and 
area j= US, DM, EM 
during the day of 
and the day 
following the day t 
monetary policy 
announcement



Results - Summary

• Results show some variation depending on the flow measure we use
• Neither during QE nor during QT do we find that easing 

announcements by the Fed are associated with inflows into EM 
equity funds. 

• Following unexpected policy easings in DM countries, when using 
active reallocation measure, investors 

• reallocate their portfolio toward DM equity investments and 
• out of other assets



• ECB appears to affect flows, more so than the Fed
• ECB easings are associated with increased inflows into both US and DM as well as EM equity funds
• Fed easings (tightenings) elicit increased inflows (outflows) to (from) EM bond funds
• Flows do not appear to respond significantly to actions by the BOE or BOJ



• Fed policy affects flows primarily through tightening, increased outflows from DM and EM bond funds
• When the ECB eases (β2), investors move more into equities across the board (mainly US and EM)
• BoE and BoJ announcements have limited effects



• Fed policy has highly significant effects
• when Fed eases, investors reallocate their portfolio away from EM assets and DM bonds, into DM equity
• investors react in a similar manner to both monetary policy easings (β2) and tightenings (β1)

• ECB easing prompts reallocation from DM bonds into US equity, tightening  associated with outflows from US equity



• Direction of flows similar following announcements during QE and QT (only differences in magnitudes)
• Fed easing associated with reallocation from EM bond and equity, and toward US equity holds across the two periods
• Easing also prompts reallocation away from US and DM bonds and into US equity



Robustness

• use an alternative model setup, which separates 
the surprise variables by phase of QE, but does 
not distinguish between easing and tightening 
announcements:

• First column: flows/NAV, dummy variable

• Second column: flows/NAV, MPS

• Third column: active portfolio flows, MPS



Conclusion

• We study MPS by Fed, BOE, ECB and BOJ during WE and QT
• Analyze the effect on capital flows
• Find interesting results that help to solve the puzzle of the different 

results in the literature.
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